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Abstract. We propose a model. LPRAM. for parallel random access machines uith local memon, 
that captures bcth the communication and computational requirements in parallel computation. 
For this model. n? present se\cral interesting resuk including the following: 
Two n x n matkez can be multiplied in Of n’/p) computation time and O( n“/p’ ‘) communica- 
tion steps using p processors (for p = Ot n ‘/log’ ’ n) L Furthermore. these bounds are optimal for 
arithmetic on semiring~ , ,,rng +, x onlgt. It L shown that any algontnm that use) comparisons 
only and that sorts n words requires fl(n log n/(p log(n/p)I) communication stem for ! s pg n. 
We also provide an algorithm that sorts n words and uses c)t n log n/p1 computation time and 
0( n log n/( p lo& n/p 1) ) communication steps. These bounds also apot) for computing In n-point 
FIT graph. 
It is s’lown that computmg any binary tree t with n nodes and hetght h requires R! n/p+ log w + 
~4) communication steps, and can always be computed in O(n/p +mint\$ hb) steps. We also 
present a simple linear-time algorithm that generates a schedule for computing 7 in at most 
ZD_,.,ttb steps. where D,,(t) represents the minimum communication delay for czzF;tinp 7. 
It is also shown that various problems that are expressed as DAGs exhibit a communicat;nn- 
delay/,-imputation-time trade-off. 
1. Iatroduetioa 
It is becoming abundantly clear ttrat much of the complexity in parallel computing 
is due to the difficulty in communication rather than the computation itself [ 151. 
This issue is likely to become more severe as the number of processors increases. 
Researchers have recognized this fact and have studied the communication com- 
plexity of special purpose computation networks [I, 6, 16, 22, 251 and of VLSI 
chips [4, 9, 211. Communication complexity is also an important issue for shared 
memory machines: shared memory is an expensive resource and it is advantageous 
to reduce shared memory bandwidt’l. In addition to a global, shared memory, most 
multiprocessors have a local, separately addressable memory at each processor [ 19, 
131. Sufficient memory bandwidth is available to each processor only if a significant 
fraction of its memory references a12 satisfied from the local memory. At the 
programming language level, a distinction is made between shared and private 
variables. Efficient parallel algorithms are obtained by exploiting locality using 
blocking techniques, and moving data to local memories so as to reduce global 
memory accesses (see, e.g. [7]). However, except for a few papers, e.g. [17, 181, 
which expiare communication complexity in rather broad terms, very little is known 
about the communication complexity of PRAMS. The purpose of this paper is to 
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study several aspects of &his area, and explore a few techniques that are useful for 
a better understanding of the communication requirements of PRAMS. The rlodel 
used, which we call a Local-memory Parallel Random Access Machine (or an 
LPRAM), is as follows: 
LPRAM descriptitm. The multiprocessing machine is taken to be a concurrent-read, 
exclusive-write (CREW) PRAM in which each processor is provided with an 
unlimited amount of local random access memory. Processors can simultaneously 
read from the cqme location ir the gfoba1 memory, but two or more are not allowed 
to simultaneously write into thp same location. The input variables are initially 
available in global memory, and the final outputs must also be eventually stored 
there. The multiproces4ng machine is multiple-input multiple-data (MIMD), but 
the processors work synchronously. In order to model the communication delay 
and computation time, it is convenient to restrict the machine such that, at everv 
time step, the processors do one of the following: 
(i) In one communication step, a processor can write, and then read a word 
from global memory. 
(ii) in a computation step, a processor can perform an operation on at zrost two 
words that are present in its local memory; the set of operations allowed depends 
on the application domain. 
The LPRAM model is similar to that used by Papadimitriou and Ullman [17]. 
The major difference is that an LPRAM processor can have at most one communica- 
tic? request outstanding at anytime. (Usually, a communication step is viewed as 
takin: ctveral times longer than a computation step.) The model of [17] can be 
thoczhr ,i as a pipelined version of the LPRAM 
rhr computation problem to be solved is often presented as a directed acyclic 
graph (DAG) with its nodes corresponding to operations and its arcs corresponding 
to the values computed by performing such operations. A compufufion schedule for 
the DAG consists of a sequence of computation steps and communication steps. 
41 a computation step each processor may evaluate a node of the DAG; this 
evaluation can only take place when its local memory has the values of all incoming 
arcs into this node and the values of the outgoing arcs are available in the local 
memory after this computation. At a communication step, any processor may w-rite 
into the global memory any value that is presently in its local memory, and then it 
may read into its local memory a value from global memory. The value associated 
with each node of the DAG with in-degree zero (i.e., with each leuj) corresponds 
to an input, and the inputs are initially stored in the global memory (i.e., at t = 0). 
Values for nodes with out-degree zero (i.e., the roots), have to be computed and 
written into the shared memory. 
Figure 1 demonstrates a nine-node DAG and a schedule that computes it i:r five 
communication steps and three computation steps. This DAG can also be computed 
in four (resp. three) communication steps and four (resp. seven) computation steps. 
Fig. I. Example of a DAG and a schedule that computes ir. 
SC-kfdrrk: Comm. step I. P,. P:. P,. f’, read a. 
< omm. step 2: P,. f:. P,. Pa read b. 
Comp. step 1: P, . P_. P,. P, compute c. 4 e, f respectively. 
Comm step 3: PT. Pa write d. .f respectivel). P,. P, read d, f respectively. 
Cou~p. step 1: 2, compuics g. P3 compuies h. 
Comm. step 4: P3 wites h. P, reads it. 
Comp. step 2: P, computes L‘. 
Comm. step 5: P, writes I‘. 
Remark. Since many algorithms for computing a given problem can be converted 
into a DAG, one can usually obtain a plethora of DAGs for the same problem. 
Usually, we will be concerned with a fixed DAG for a given problem, although we 
will sometimes deviate and give lower bounds for a class of DAGs that oan be used 
to solve problems such as matrix multiplication and the Discrete Fourier Transform. 
Three kinds of resources are relevant-the nut.lber of processors used in the 
multiprocessira machine, the number of computation steps, and the overall computa- 
tion de!ay. The computation time (communication delay, resp.) of a schedule S is 
the number of computation (communication, resp.) steps used by this schedule. The 
compu&8ion time fnr the DAG is the minimum computation time over all schedules 
that correct!y compute the given DAG, and likewise for communication delay. Note 
that 11-e minimum communication delay and the minimum computation time for a 
given I_ 4G aray not be achievabin by the same schedule. We could associate a 
parameter c’.vith an LPRAM referring to the length of time taken by one comn,unica- 
tion step (where one computation step takes unit time). and give the total running 
time by adding the computation and communication times. However, for the sake 
of clarity, in this paper we will mainly consider the number of computation steps 
and of communication steps separately except for the last section where we discuss 
some ofthe ramifications of considering the total time for computntion and communi- 
cation. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows that two n x n matrices can 
be multiplied in O(n’/p) computation time and O(n’/pr’J) communication delay 
using p processors (for p C J/log”” n). Furthermore, these bounds are optimal for 
arithmetic on semirings (using +. x only). Section 3 considers the problems of 
sorting n words and computing an n-point FFT graph. it is shown that any algorithm 
that ryes comparisons only and that sorts n words requires a communication delay 
of 
nlrnlogn)/(plog(n/p))) forl~p~n. 
Furthermore, we provide an algorithm that sorts n words and uses 
0((n log n)/p) computation time and 
e(( n log n)/( p log(n/p))) communication delay. 
These bounds are also tight for computing an n-point FFT’graph. Section 4 provides 
bounds on communication delay and computation time for computing binary trees. 
Given a binary tree 7 with x nodes and height h, let D,,(T) denote the minimum 
communication delay ue;&d to compute T. It is shown that Q(log n)< D,,,,,(T) < 
O(h), and n(a) g Dorl s O(h), all bounds being the best possible. We also present 
a simple linear-time algorithm that generates a schedule for computing T with at 
most 2L),,( T) &Z&y. Section 5 shows that the communication-delay/computation- 
time trade-off given by Papadimitriou and Ullman [17] for a diamond DAG can 
be achieved for essentially two values of the computation time. We also present 
directed acyclic graphs that exhibit proper trade-offs for a substantial range of time. 
Section 6 concludes with some final remarks. 
2. Matrix maltiPliatium ud related results 
Consider the computations of DAGs that are obtained when two n x n matrices 
are multiplied using scalar multiplications and additions only. We establish an 
optimal bound of e( n2/p”3’ I on communication steps (delay) where p denotes the 
number of processors and p s n3/log3’* A Indeed, the communication delay of 
8(n2/p2’3) may be contrasted with the optimal speed-up of 6(n3/p) with respect 
to the number of computation steps for the same problem. The lower bound for 
matrix multiplication given in Theorem 2.3 can be extended to Boolean matrix 
multiplication using AND and OR operations. It also holds for transitive closure 
of matrices (if the closure is computed over a closed semi-ring with + and x as two 
operations). Thus, it holds for Boolean transitive closure (with AND and OR 
operations) and for the all-pair shortest path problem (when only the semiring 
operations of MIN and + are allowed). The upper bound zf Theore:t. ?;! can be 
generalized to matrix multiplication over an arbitrary semiring, and to transitive 
closure over a semiring that allows commutative and idempotent multiplication 
(such as the semiring with OR and AND operations, and the semiring with MIN 
and +). 
For p s n2/log n, an LPRAM with p processors can multiply an n x n matrix and 
an n-dimensional vector in O( n’/p) computation time and with O( n*/p) communi- 
cation steps. Since all entries of the matrix are initially stored in the global memory, 
every LPRAM algorithm would require a( n*/p) communication steps. Furthermore, 
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since a total of fI(n’) multiplications are required by every sequential program for 
matrix-vector multiplication (see [3, pp. 428-4351 for details), every LPRAM 
algorithm would require ,2(n’/p) computation steps, and this establishes optimal 
bounds for matrix-vector multiplication. 
Theorem 2.1. Two n x n matrices can be multiphed bypprocessors in 0( (n”/p) + log n) 
computation time and 0( (r~‘/p”~) + log n) communication steps using on!\’ ( Y, +)_ 
Proof. Pz.nition rhe two n x n matrices A and E, in a natural manner, into p”’ 
disjoint submatrices of sizes n/p”‘x n/p”’ each and. for I s i, j s p”‘, let these 
matrices be denoted by A,,, and B,,‘ respectively. For 1 s i, j, k up’ “, let the p 
processors read A,_, and B,., such that each processor gets a unique pair of (A,_ ,, B,.,). 
Note that this global memory access takes O( n’/p”‘) communication delay. Now, 
compute the matrix C ,.,, ~. A,_, x B,., in O( n’/p) computation time. if C = A x L? 
and if C is also partitioned, in a natural manner, into p” submatrices C,_, for 1 s i, 
k <p’l’, then it is easy to see that C,, = CT:: C,,.,. Now, summing these sttbmatricos 
naively would require O( n’ log n/p”3) communication delay. However, by using a 
pipelining strategy, which we give below, these submatrices can be added in 
0(( n’/p”3) + log n) communication delay. This yields an overall communication 
delay of O((n’/p”“)+log n) and an overall computation time of O((z’!p)+log nj. 
For pi n3/logz” n, these bounds are O(n’/p”‘) and O( n’/p) respectively. 
To sum the matrices C,,, for 1 SL~S p”” and fixed i k, use 2p”‘- 1 processors 
such that p I” of these processors contain the submatrices C,..,_r, for 1 ~jdp”” and 
the 2p”‘- I processors compute a DAG in the form of a complete binary tree that 
has P”~ leaves and whose internal nodes are +. These processors can now add any 
P “’ elements present at the leaves in O(logp) time and, in fact, they can pipeline 
n’/p”’ eiements (that reside in the processors corresponding to each leaf) so that 
if at any instant the processors that correspond to, say, the Ith level of the tree are 
adding the elements which would eventually yield, say, the sth entry of C,.r, then 
at the same instant th.: processors that correspond to the (I - 1 )st level are adding 
the elements which wolrld ~3.’ _ . &ually yield the (s + 1)st entry of C,.,. Cl 
For the lower bound on the communication delay for matrix multiplication, we 
need the following technica! lemma: the proof of this lemma can be found in [8]. 
Lemma 2.2. LRt an LPRAM compute the mark multtplication of two n x n matrices 
A, B using scalar additions and multiplications only. During this computation, if any 
processor reads at most s elements of A and B and computes et most s partial sums 
of the product C, then this processor can compute no more than 2s”” multiplicative 
terms for these partial sums. Cl 
Tlworem 2.3. Let G be any DAG with in-degree two that corresponds to an algorithm 
/or multiplying two n x n matrices using (+, X) only and p processors. Then, any 
schedule for G requires Q( (n’/p) + log n) computation steps and O((n*/p”‘) + log n) 
communication delay. 
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Proof. If two matrices are muiiiphed using additions and multiplications only, then 
Kerr [ll] has shown that at least fI(n’) multiplicative terms have to be computed. 
Consequently, if s equals the maximum number of words read or written by any 
processor into the global memory r&n, using Lemma 2.2, we obtain ps3” = II( n3). 
Also, since the communication delay D 2 s, these two inequalities yield a rower 
bound of O(n*/p”-‘j on the communication delay D. Furthermore, since O( n3) 
multiplicative terms have to be computed, the minimum number of computation 
steps that are needed to multiply two matrices using p processors is a( n’/p). Finally, 
note that any DAG that corresponds to an algorithm for multiplying two matrices 
(using addition and multiplications only) contains at least one binary tree with n 
leaves as a subgraph , 2nd since any such binary tree requires Sr(log n) communics- 
tion delay and R(:o,:, N ) computation time (irrespective of the number of processors 
used; see Section 3), we obtain the corresponding bounds of 
fI((n”/p”5)+Iog n) and fl((n’/p)+log n)_ q 
Tbeomm 2.4. Let G be ony DAG with in-degree two rhar corresponds to an algorithm 
for computing rhe transitice closure of an n x n matrix in a closed semiring, using 
(+, x ) only. Then, any schedule for G on an LPBAM with p processors requires 
0( n’lp + log n) compuration steps and fI( n’/p*” + log n) communication steps. Fur- 
thermore, if the x operation is commutative and idempotenr, rhtn the transitive closure 
can be computed in 0( n3/p) computation time and O( n*/p*“) communicarion derby 
forpS(n/logn)‘. 
Proof. The claims follow from the well-known equivalence of matrix multiplication 
and transitive closure (see [3, pp. 202-2051 for example). For the lower bound, note 
that the product of two n x n matrices A and B can be computed from the transitive 
closure of the 3n x3n matrix 
D= 
indeed, 
D*= 
For the upper bound, we use the recursive algorithm that follows from the identity 
where E = (A+ BD*C)*, F = EBD*, G = D*CE and H = D*+ D*CEBD*. The 
transitive closure of an n x n matrix can be computed by recursively computing the 
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transitive closure of two n/2 x n/2 matrices, and by computing six multiplications 
and two additions of n/2 x n/2 matrices. Let T,(n) and C,,(n) respectively denote 
the computation time and the communication delay for the computation of the 
transitive closure of an n x n matrix with p processors. Then, for p s n”/log”‘n, we 
have 
T,(n)=2T,(n/2)+O(nZ/p) and 
C,(n) = 2C,( n/2) +O( n’/p’12). 
For the base case, when p = n’/log”’ n, we compute the transitive cloJure directly 
with log n matrix products. The computation time is O(( n3 log n),/p) = O(log”’ p) 
and the communication ic!ay is O(( n’ log n)Jp”‘) = O(log’ p). Thus, 
T,(n)=O(n’.‘;,+log“‘p), C,(n)=O(n’/p~‘3+log’pr, 
and the claim follows. q 
Consider the problem cf sorting n words on an LPRAM with p processors 
assuming that the only operation allowtd on the data (besides reading and writing 
into the global and local memories) is that of comparing two elements. Theorem 
3.1 establishes a lower bound of 
fU(nlp) log(n)llog((nlp) log(n))) 
on communicaiion delay and of fI((n log ni/p) on computation time; Theorem 3.2 
improves the lower bound on communication delay to Q((n/p) log(n)/log(n/p)) 
for any algorithm that uses only a constant number of copies of any given element. 
Theorem 3.3 provides a sorting algorithm that takes O((n log n)/p) computation 
time and O((n/p) log( n)/log( n/p)) communication delay; this establishes the opti- 
mality of Theorem 3.2 within a constant factor. 
‘Ibeorem 3.1. Any LPRAM with p processors thar sorrs n words using comparisons 
only requires fl( (n/p) log( n )) computation steps and communicurion de&y 
fU(nlp) iog(n)llog((nlp) log n)). 
Proof. The lower bound on the number of computation steps is trivial. To obtain 
a bound on the communication delay, note that the LPRAM should be able to 
distinguish n! permutations to sort n words. After the jth communication step, the 
p processors can distinguish at most (j!)p permutations. Consequently, if the 
communication delay of the LPRAM algorithm is D then (D! ) J- 3 n i aud this yields 
D=fU(nlp) log(n)llog((n/p) log n)). Cl 
If the algorithm makes only 2 constant number of copies in order to sort n 
elements, then the lower bound on communication delay given by Theorem 3.1 can 
be improved to O((n/p) log(n)/log(n/p)). 
Theorem 3.2. If‘ any LPRAM a1gotith.m uses p processors to sort n words by using 
comparisons and by sioring only a consfant number of copies of anv word at any time 
instant, then this algorithm requires a(( n/p) log(n)) computation time and communi- 
cation delay 
Q((n/p) l0gtnlllogtnlPl)- 
Proof. We prove Theorem 3.2 only for the case when every data element is present 
in only one of th - local memories of the processors at any time instant, the extension 
to the case when a data element is simultaneously present in a constant number of 
local memories is straightforward and omitted. 
Let d, denote the number of communication steps during which processor 4 
reads in data from the global memory. If element x, resides in the local memory of 
processor 4 for ski communication steps, then we say that si.j is the stay length of 
-ri in the local memory of P,. Let 5 - (l/dj) XX:=, S<j denote the auerage stay length 
of all n variables in the local memory of Pj, and let t; denote the number of 
order-types (i.e., distinct permutations~ that can be distinguished by only comparing 
the elements that reside in the local memory of P,. Then, we claim that Uj s Ir,“l. To 
prove this claim, let m,.k denote the number of variables in local memory of P, at 
the kth communication step during which P, accesses some element from the global 
memory. Then v, s JJi= , m,_,. However, 
k-1 
m,.h = f, %j = 4 x ? 
which implies that u, s JJ2=, m,.h s ~$1. 
Let V denote the total number of order-types (i.e.. number of distinct permuta- 
tions) that can be distinguished by the LPRAM algorithm. Then, clearly, V s fir:, u,. 
Furthermore, if D denotes the overall communication delay then D 2 I/p xr_, d,. 
Finally, since at any communication step there is only one copy of every data 
element, it follows that x,“-, s,.~ d D for every x, where 1 s is n. Summing this 
inequality over all n data elements, we obtain 
This implies that 
Now a simple analysis shows that, given p. R and V, the communication a’&; D 
is minimized when o, = - . . = c,, = Y’;“; g,=. . -~~~z.z;;d,=. .zd,=d;andD= 
d = pds/ n. Consequently, we obtain 
s=” and D=d= log v 
P p logfnlp)’ 
and since Vz n !, we obtain the desired result. 0 
Theorem 3.3. n ke_rs can be sorfed &/I p processors in O((n log n)/p, cornpufarion 
time o;ld communication delq, 
W(n log n)/(r log(olp))l 
Proof. For this proof. we adapt the parallel merge-sort algorithm of Cole [S]. vVc: 
first give a short descriptton of the algorithm, and then indicate how to implement 
it so as to decrease communication. 
Assume without loss of generality that the number n of keys tc be sorted and the 
number of processors p are both powers of 2. The algorithm is a pipelined version 
of merge-sort. Let I be a complete binary tree with n !eaves (such that each internal 
node of r corresponds to a merge task in the merge-\ort algorithm). Let P( u) denote 
the level of node u in the tree, where leaves are at level zero. The parallei merge-sort 
algorithm consists of successive stages, each requiring O(n) computational work 
and O(! 1 ~srz!!d he. At the end of each siege r, a scrted list L,(u) is availabie 
at each node u. Initially, Lo(u) contains a unique key if u is a leaf, and is empty 
otherwise. The list t,(u) becomes full at stage I = 3k( u), at which time it contains 
all keys that originally belonged to the leaves of the subtree rooted at u; in particuiar, 
the root contains a sorted list of all the keys after 3 loq n stages. 
The algorithm proceeds as follows: 
(A) A sample list S,(u) is defined as follows. S,(u) contains every fourth element 
of L,(u) if f s 31( u); S,(u) contains every second element of L,(u) if f = 3k( u) + I; 
and S,(u)= L,(u) if f =3l(u)+2. 
(B) Let u and H’ be the two children of node u; then L,, ,( u) is computed as the 
merge of the two sample lists S,(c) and S,(N). We dennte rhe merge operation by 
1-J; L,+,(u) = S,( u)u S,( H’). 
To describe Cole’s algorithm further, we need the following detinitions: Let I be 
a sorted list. We define the intervals of I to be the semiopen intervais of the form 
(x, y], where x and y are consecutive elements in {-cc, f, 00). The rank of an element 
x in I is its rank in the lis? I u (x}. The rank of a list I in the list I is the list of 
ranks of each element of J in I. 
Cole’s algorithm maintains the following invariants: 
Property 1. IL,(u)1 =2’-2”J’. 
Property 2. Any k consecutive intervals of S,(u) contain at most Sk +4 elements of 
t,+,(u)=S,(o)uS,(~‘) and, hence, at most 2k+ i elements from S,+:(u). 
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Property 2 implies brat k consecutive intervals of S,(u) intersect with at most 
8k+6 intervals from either S,(u) or S,(w). By induction, this implies the following 
result. 
Property 3. k consecutive intervals of the list S,(u) contain at most 8’(A+?)-: 
elements that occur in lists S,( hi) for nodes u that are i leveis below u. 
Each list L,(u) is stored in consecutive locations in an array (so that the rank of 
each element within the list is known). In addition, the algorithm maintains the 
rank of L,(u) in each of S,(c) and S,(H~), where LI and w are the children of u. 
WehaveL,(u)=S,_,(v)uS,.,(H’);byPropenyZteachintervalofS,~,(L:)(S,.,(~) 
resp.) contains at most three elements of S,(u) (S,(I~*) resp.). Thus, each interval of 
L,(u) contains at most three elements of S,(c) and at most three e!ements of S,( K). 
For each element x of -C,(c) one can find in constant time the (at mod three) 
elements of S,(w) that belong to the same S,(u) interval as x; with a constant 
number of comparisons one can rank x within S,( n*); similarly, each element of 
S,(w) can be ranked within S,(o). This allows the two seqtiences to be merged in 
constant time, with an amount cf work that is proportional to their length. 
Summing the ranks of L,(u) in S,( u) and S,( IV) one obtains the rank of t,(u) in 
i_,+,(u) = S,(u) u S,( n-j. Using the rank of t,(u) in L,+,(u), one can compute the 
rank of S,(u) in S,+,(u). Tints one gets the rank of S,(v) in S,,,(o). Using the same 
approach as in the previous paragraph, one can compute the rank of S,(r) in 
S,+,(V). -this yields the rank of each element of L,,,(u) = S,(c) w S,( n*) in S,,,(o). 
The ranking of L,,,(u) in S,+,(IV) is computed in a symmetric manner. We refer 
the reade: to [5] for further details and a proof of correctness. 
We modify Cole’s algorithm as follows. Partition the binary tree into consecutive 
slices, each containing : log( n/p) contiguous levels; partition the stages of the 
algorithm into consecutive rounds, each consisting of ! log( n/p) stages. 
We now describe the execution of a round r, r 3 6. All nodes in slices I, . . . , r - I 
are full when the round begins and, hence. inactive. Let ?= (r/2) log(n/p) be the 
index of the last stage executed at round r - 1. Let i= ((r+ I )/6) log( n/p) be the 
topmost level of slice r+ 1. This level has n/Z’ nodes; each of these nodes has a 
list of size 2 ‘-” = (n/p)“-““_ A group of 2’= pj(n/2i) = (n/p)“-*‘ih processors is 
allocated to each node at each l 
For each node b at level T we 40 the following. Pick p’- 1 elements _‘I, < - - * < _vp._, 
in the list S;( 6); let x0 = --OO and x,,, = CO. Use these elements to partition each of 
the lists at nodes in the subtree rooted at b into p’ sublists: If u is below 6 then 
tfi U) = L;(U) n (Xi_, , Xi]- Each sublist L’i( U) is moved into the local memory of the 
ith processor of the group. (We will describe later how to select the separating 
elements, and how to perform the partition. The partition will have the property 
that each processor receives at most O( n/p) elements. For the time being, we assume 
that this partition can be efficiently obtained.) 
We now execute the next round of Cole’s algorithm. Computations related to 
nodes in slices r and r + 1 are done in local memory. Processor i in a group associated 
with node b computes a!! lists 
Lf(u)=L,(u)n(x,-,.x,l, S:(u)=S,(u)n(x,-,,x,l, 
and the associated rankings. We also compute the rank of L:(u) in the entire list 
L,(u) (in fact, it is sufficient to compute the rank of the first element of L:(u)). 
Computations pertaining to nodes in higher slices use shared memory. Let LJ and 
H’ be the children of a node u which is one level above the boundary layer. Together 
with the ranking of L,(u) in S,(o) and S,(w). we also mainttiin for each element x 
in f_,(u) the IDS of the processors that contain the element preceding .V in the list 
S,(r) and the element preceding x in the list S,(\V). 
We first show that computations for slices r, r t I can be done in local memory. 
Knowing the rank of d-0 fi,st element in L:(c), i.e., the size of f)(c) u . . .1_1 L: ‘( L’ ), 
one can compute the size of S:( L’ J .J . - - u S: ’ (CT). fnis a!lows u5 10 select :he set 
S:r ~7). and compute t’9, rank of the first element of L:+,(u) = S:( LI)U S;( H’). One 
can easily see that the covering property holds within each set of sublists: any 
interval of t:(u) contains at most three elements from S;C V) or S;(H’). ll~us, we 
can merge the sublists and compute the new rankings locally, exactly as in Cole’s 
algorithm. 
Since the total number of rounds is O(C!og n )/(log(n/p))l, it is s:l!licient to show 
that each round can be executed in O((n !og(n/p))/p) computation time, and 
0( n/p) communication delay. 
Property 1 implies that the rota! size of the lists at nodes at level l at time I is 
(n/2’) X 21-Z’ = *q2’- 3’. The total number of computation and communication steps 
needed for nodes in slices r+ 2, r+3,. . . during round r is at most 
0 
( 
L 1 112’ I’ =O(n/p). 
llr-l~‘~ll~ln p, r- rr’?Ninfrn~pI t -,,r*lt halgcn’plp 1 
Each processor holds in its local memory O(n/p) list elemerlt at the start of a 
round. It is easy to see that this number does not grow during a round. This implies 
that each rout-4 can be executed in O(n/p) computation steps, for a total of 
O(( n/p) log( n/p)) steps per round. The elements are loaded in the local memories 
(and stored back in shared memory) in 0(11/p) communication steps. 
It remains to show that the lists can be partitioned in 0( n/p) camp-station steps 
and 0( n/p) communication steps, so that each processor receives O(n/p 1 elements. 
Let u be a node at level r’. We first rank the list S;(u) in each of the sublists at 
nodes below u This is done by ranking iteratively S;(u) in the lists at one, two,. . . 
leve!s below u. Let w be a child of u, and assume !hat L;(u) has been ranked in 
Si( u). By Property 2, each interval of S;(u) contains at most twelve elements of 
Si( w). It follows that the ranking of Si( u) in S;(w) can be computed in constant 
time, with a number of computation and communication steps that is proportional 
to I&(u)l+lS;(w)l. Using Property 1, we observe that al! rankings can be done in 
0( n/p) computation steps and O( n/p) communication steps. 
Define the weight of an interval of t;(u) to be the total number of elements in 
that interval in the lists at nodes below u. Using Property 3 we find that each interval 
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of L;(u) contains O(S’) Jements that occur in the lists at nodes which are i levels 
below u. It follows that each interval has weight 0(8”‘-‘““@“‘p’) = O(n/p). The 
weight of each interval can be computed during the ranking prLcess_ The intervals 
can be partitioned into p groups of consecutive intervals such that the weight of 
intervals within each group is O(n/p) (this requires a parallel prefix computation 
on the sequence of weights). We allocated to each processor, the intervals within 
one group. 
The first five rounds are executed as follows: The lowest log(n/p) levels of the 
tree are partitioned into p disjoint subtrees; each processor handles its local memory 
operations pertaining to the nodes of one such subtree. Operations pertaining to 
nodes at higher levels are executed in shared memory. Using the same analysis as 
before, it is readily shown that the amount of co+-iputational work done for the 
higher levels is negligible; this implies that these rounds take O( n/p) communication 
steps and O(( n/p) log(n/p)) computatiolr steps. Cl 
A permutation network is a DAG with n input nodes and n output nodes. For 
each of the n ! permutations cl, u,, . . _ , u,,! there exist a set of n edge-disjoint paths 
such that for 1 s is n there is a path from the ith input node to the u,(i)th output 
node. We do not restrict the degree of nodes of a permutation network. 
Corolm 3A. Let G be ti permutation network with n inputs. 7hen any schedule for 
G on an LPRAM with pprocessors requires fI(( n/p) log( n )/log( n/p)) communicarion 
delay. 
Proof. Consider a schedule for G. Any permutation on n inputs can be achieved 
by evaluating G according to this schedule, where at each node of G zome (partial ) 
permutation of the input nodes to the output nodes is computed. Values are not 
duplicated, and at each computation step each processor performs some permutation 
on values that are stored in its iocal memory. The counting argument of Theorem 
3.2 applies to such computations, and implies the claim. Y 
A simple counting argument shows that a permutation network with n inputs 
where nodes have in-degree and out-degree ~2 has Q(n log n) nodes. In such a 
case, we clearly have a lower bound of fl(n log n/p) on computaticn time. 
The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) graph (also known as the butterfiy network) 
is a permutation network that consists of log n + 1 levels with n nodes each. For 
n = 2’, the n-point FFT graph can be algorithmically represented as follows: 
MuIs: x0,0, xo.l, -.., h.n-l- 
outpufs: Xko,XkI,...,Xk"_l. 
Computation: Xj,m =f(Xj-l.m, Xj-l.p), 
where f is a function on two variables that can be computed in constant time, and 
the binary representation of m and p are identical except in the (j - I)st position. 
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Theorem 3.5. For 1 up s n, any LPRAM with p processors that computes an n- 
point FFT graph, requires Q((nlp) log(n)) compu!a!ion step: and 
R(( n/p) log(n)/log( n/p)) communication delay. Furrhermore, for 1 s p s n, there 
exists a schedule rhat rakes 0( { n log n )/p) computation steps ard communication delay 
Wlnlp) log(nVlog(nlp)). 
Proof. The lower bound on computation time is trivial since n log n nodes of the 
FFT graph have to be computed. For the lower bound on communication delay, 
observe that Wu and Feng [24] have shown that three FFT graphs can be cascaded 
(where the output nodes of one FFT are the input nodes for the next) such that the 
resulting graph is a p~cmlrtation network; call this network N. Now any fixed 
permutation on n elements that are stored in the global memory can be achieved 
with 0( n/p) commuriic:.: ion delay. Consequently. if an algorithm for computing 
an FFT graph requires a communication delay D, then we can compute N by 
repeating the foliowing procedure three times: Compute the first FFT g.raph by 
using this algorithm and then permute the resulting outputs (by using O(n/p) 
communication delay) so that the pcrrmted data are located in the global memory 
in accordance with the input scheoule required by this algorithm. Since N can be 
computed in 3 D + O( n/p) communication delay, 
3D+O(nlp) =R((n/p) log(nVlog(n/p)A 
and the lower bound on communication delay follows. 
The upwr bound follows from the fact that the FFT graph can be decomposed 
into {log n)/log( n/p) stages, each containing log(n/p) levels of’ the FFT graph. 
Each stage consists of p disjoint n,/p-points FFT graphs. q 
4. Computation of trees 
in this section, we es:abtish optimal bounds for LPRAMs on the communication 
delay for computing binary trees. i.e., trees in which each internal node has exactly 
two children. Theorem 4. I shows that any LPRAM with p processors that computes 
a binary tree -Gth n leaves requires R(( n/p) + log n) computation time and 
Q( (n/p) + log n) communication delay. Furthermore, these bounds are best possible. 
The investigation of binary trees can also be used to obtain results for general DA&. 
For example, using these lower bounds, it is easy to see that any DAG that 
corresponds to an algorithm for computing the Discrete Fourier Transform on n 
words or for computing a permutation network with n inputs (that has in-degree 
bounded by a constant) requires R(log n) communication delay. 
Theorem 4.1. For every binary tree T with n leaves and height h, 
(1) rhe number of compurarron sreps required to compute 7 with p processors is 
@(n/p + h ); 
(2) the number cf commur.ication steps required to compute 7 with p processors is 
at least $I(( n/p) + log n + fi) aud at ntost O( n/p + min(&, h)). 
Proof. We tint shcw the lower bound on the number of communication steps. Some 
processor must read [n/p] input values; this yields R(n/p) communication delay. 
Let d(n) be the minimum communication delay needed to compute the root of an 
n-leaf tree irrespective of the number of processors used. We show by induction 
that d(n) 5 flog nl. This is obvious for n = I. 
Suppose a processor P computes the root of an n-leaf binary tree T, n > 1. Consider 
the subtree r,, which contains the root of t, consisting of internal nodes in T computed 
by P, all of whose ancestors are also computed by P. Let the nodes of s, have k 
children in 7 - 7”. Then, P must read the k values corresponding to roots of trees 
71, 72 , . . . , Tk derived from 7 upon deleting 7,. Wilnout loss of generality, assume 
these are read at communication steps d, > dz > - - . > dk respectively, and that the 
subtrees have n,, nz.. . . , np leaves (x n, = n). Since d, 3 d( n,), it follows that the 
communication delay d needed to compute 7 is at least d 5 (d, -d,) + din,) + I for 
all i. Since d, - d, 3 i - 1, it follows that d(n) 2 min(max( i + [log n, 1)) where the 
min is taken over all k and sequences n, , . . . , nk with x ni = n. This yields the desired 
d(nj? [log nl. 
To prove the 4I(&) lower bound, consider the binary tree of Fig. 2. This binary 
tree with n leaves has a height of (n/2) - I; consequently, it suffices tc prove an 
O(h) bound for this tree. Without loss of generality, we can assume that any value 
computed by the algorithm is used to compute the output. Thus, if a processor 
computes a value at a (non-leaf) node but not its parent, then the computed value 
must be written into global memory: let such nodes be ul, u?,. . . , uh. For 1 s i c &, 
if the edges connecting each u, to its parent are deleted, then let the resulting subtrees 
have n,, n2, _ _ . , n, leaves respectively, where H ni = R. Now, since computing v, 
requires at least tti communication steps, and communicating the values of v, , . . . , q 
must occur at different steps, the communication delay D is bounded by 
Damax(k, n,, n2,.. ., nr,)=R(J;T). 
To prove the upper bound, we first show that every binary tree .vith n leaves can 
be computed with O(n/p+&) communication delay For any n-leaf binary tree, 
there exists an edge that separates it into two subtr .., each with at most 2n/3 
Fig. 2: An n-leaf DAG for computing a Horner’s sequence. 
leaves. We can use the argument repeatedly to obtain a set of p - 1 edges whose 
removal disconnects the original tree into Q subtrees, each with O(n/p) leaves from 
the original tree. Assign each subtree to a unique processor so that, in O(n/p) 
communication steps, ah processors can read ,he values associated with these leaves 
from the global memory. Furthermore, smce there are only p - I “removed edges” 
requiring communication, the overall communication delay is at most O( p + (n/p)). 
For proving an O((n/p) + h) bound on communication delay and computation 
time, let n,, n2,. _ _ , nh denote the number of nodes at the successive levels of a 
tree with n nodes; ZfEh n, = 3. Then, the ith level of the tree can be evaluated with 
O( [n,/pl j computation time and communication delay. Consequently, the entire 
tree can be computed in 
=O(n/p+h) 
computation time and communication delay. 
Finally, note that the tree height !, and the nuzzler of computation3 per processor 
n/p are both obvious lower bounds on the computation time of the tree. Cl 
Although the bound on computation time is always tight, the one cn communica- 
tion delay is tight only in two extreme cases: 
(I ) When h = O(n), the communication delay is 0( n/p + &) = @(n/p + fi). This 
occurs, for example, for the tree shown in Fig. 2; this tree corresponds to a Homer 
expression. 
(2) When h=logn, the communication delay is Wn/p+logn)=B(njp+h). 
This occurs, for example, for a balanced binary tree. 
Next, we consider the problem of determining the minimum communication delay 
D,,(r) for a given tree t. The problem of computing D,,,(r) in polynomial time 
remains open, but we provide an O(n) sequential algorithm for generating a schedule 
for T that achieves communication delay no more than ZD,,,( 7). A result that looks 
similar (and is applicable to general graphs) has been obtained by Papadimitriou 
and Yannakakis [Is], but differences in the model and in the result itself make it 
independent of ours. To describe our procedure, we need some definitions and 
lemmas. 
Without loss of general ty. wc can assume that in any schedule for computing a 
tree, the value at each internal node is computed exactly once, and written (at most 
once) into the global memory. 
Definition. Given a tree, 7. let S be a schedule for T. Let V(S) denote the set of 
nodes of r whose values are written into gloaal memory for schedule S (all leaves 
oi T and its root IJ,, are in V(S)). For u E V(S), let DJ u) denote the communication 
step at which the value of the node u is written into global memcry, E%(u) 3 0. We 
will occasionally omit the subscript S when it is clear from the context. For any 
leaf u, Ds(u) = 0, and Ds( uO) = D(S) is the number of communication steps in S. 
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For a set VI of nodes i.1 7, we say S is consistenr wirh W if W G V(S). Let 
D,,J7)=min{D(S)JS is a schedule for T}, and D,,,,( T, W) = min{D( S) 1 S is a 
schedule for 7 that is consistent with W}. 
The nodes V(S) partition (the edges of) a tree 7 into subtrees r,,, f,, . . . ,7k where 
each root and leaf of each subtree 7; is in V(S), and no other node of any 7, is in 
V(S). Since we are not concerned with ;he number of processors, we may assume 
that a separate processor pi is used to compute each subtree z,, and that the root 
pi; of each 7, is written into global memory at the earliest possible communication step. 
Pefinitioa. Let 4 be a function on sequences of natural numbers given as follows: 
given a sequence d,. dz....,d,,,, sort it to obtain e,=e,z.‘.ze,,,; then 
b(d,,..-9 d,,,) = max{ei + jl I <j” m}. Note that 4 is invariant up to permuting 
the inpu: and it is monotone in each argument, that +(d,) = d, + I, and that 
4(d , ,..., d,,,)=max(d,+I,l+&(d, ,_.., d,))providedd,ad,,i>l. 
Lemma 4.2. Given a tree 7 and schedule S for 7 partitioning it into r,, 7, , _ . _ , th, and 
for any r, let its mot be v? and learn u,, . . . , u,. Then, D,(v,)s 
NDs(uA - - -, Ds(u,,,)),andrhereisaschedu/eTforrwirh V(T)=V(S),D*(u,)= 
&(u,L and D,(R)= &(&(u,),. . . , &(uml)- 
Proof. Without loss of generality, let Ds(ul) 3 Ds( IL) 2 - - - a Ds( u,,, 1. To see that 
Ds( u,) 3 Ds( Uj) +j. observe that, after communication step Ds(u,) - I, processor p, 
must still read all the j values {u,, uT, . . . , u,}, and write v,, each at a different 
communication step. It follows that Ds( Vi) 2 44 Ds( u,), . _ _ , Ds( u,,,))_ 
Scheduie T executes the same as S for all processors other than pi ; processor p, 
reads the values from global memory in the order u,,,, u,_, , . . . , I(,, each at the 
earliest possible step, and writes the value of v, in the next step. It follows by 
induction that uk is read in step &(Dz ( uk ), DT ( uh + ,). . . . , Dr (u, )) - 1, and hence 
that &(u,)= 4(&(u,), . . . , &(u,)). 0 
We will say a schedule T is in normul fawn if every subtree 7, in its partition of 
T satisfies the c‘nndition of Lemma 4.2, i.e., Dr( v,) = &(DT(u,), . . . , D,(u,,,)). 
Clearly, D+(7) can be achieved by a schedule in normal form. Also note that a 
normal-form schedule T can be specified just by the set V( T) of nodes whose values 
are written into global memory. 
Lemma 4.3. Given a sequence d = d,, d,, . . . , d,,,, consider any partition of it z,, 
e2,..., &, where 2i = e,, , . . . , e,,, (Le., Z, , . . . , i$ represents a permutation of 
d I,. . -3 4,); hen #d+(h), - - -9 +(@k)Js d&h+ 1. 
Proof. Omitted. Cl 
Lemma 4.4. For a given tree 7 and a set W of its nodes such that any path in ; ifrom 
a leaf to the root) has at most k nodes in W, we always have D,,,( 7, W) G D,,,,( 7) + k 
Proof. It suffices to prove that for any normal-form schedule Son T and an antichain 
W in 7 (any path in 7 has at most one node in W), the normal-form schedule T 
with V(T) = V(S)u W has D(T) 5 D(S) + I. Without loss of generality, let W n 
V(S) be empty. The resuit is proved by induction on nodes in V(S) from the leaves 
to the root with the hypothesis: for VG V(S) if there is a path in z from v to a leaf 
intersecting W, then DT ( v) i Ds( v) + 1, otherwise D, (v) = Ds( v). This is immediate 
for leaves of r_ Let 7,. be the subtree in the partition of T by V(S) with c as the 
root of r,._ If r, has no node from W, the induction is clear. Otherwise, it follows 
by using Lemma 4.3. Cl 
Theorem 4.5. Tkere is ali ulguriti~m that runs in 0( n log n) time which, given a binar) 
tree T, determines a schedule S-for T such that D(S) G 20,-J 7). 
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume each node has 2 or 0 children. The 
algorithm proceeds from the leaves of r to its root, building two disjoint sets of 
nodes W, W’, and a normal-form schedule S with communication at nodes V(S) = 
Wu W’. When a node u is examined, it may be added to W, one of its children 
may be added to W’, and node u receives a label d(v) which correspond to the 
earliest communication s.ep at which the value could be written into global memory. 
This is the only way by which nodes are added to W or W’, and a label d(v), once 
assigned, is not changed. For v E V(S) we will have Ds(o) = d(u). 
Leaves are included in W, and receive a labe! of 0. For any internal node v that 
has been examined, the following invariants are preserved. Let k,. (resp. r,,) be the 
maximum number of nodes from W u w’ (resp. WI in a path from v to a leal’ of 
r excluding the leaf itself, and let rC, be the induced subtree of r rooted at v obtained 
by partitioning I with W u W’. 
(a) If vE W then r,.=k, and d(o)=21,.; if uE W’then r,.=k,.--1 and d(u)= 
2k,-1; otherwise rp=k, and d(uf=Zk,.+l. 
(b) lf v is ncl J leaf, at least one child of u is in Wu W’; funhermore, if 
u&WuW’andhasachildu6WuW’,thenk,.=k,,. 
(c) d(v)=d(d(u,) ,..., d(v,,,)) where v ,,..., u,,, are the leaves of 7,., and if 
UE Wu W’then Ds(u)=d(v). 
(d) Every schedule T conristent with W u W’ has Df (u) 2 Ds( v). 
The result now follows by using Lemma 4.4 since for the root u0 (note that u,e W’), 
2k,ad,= Ds(7)= D47, Wu W’)s Do,t(7)+k+,r 
i.e., D,,( 7) 2 kL, and D,( r j s 2D,,( 7). 
The induction holds true at the leaves. When a node u is being examined, let its 
children be u, w and, without loss of generality, let k. 2 k,,. To show that the 
induction holds true at v, observe that u or w cannot be in W’ when u is being 
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examined, and consider the foi:oaving six cases. In each case the induction hypothesis 
can be verified. 
(i) If u, w E W and k, = k., then add u to W, and assign d(u) + Zk, + 2. 
(ii) If u, w E W’ and G, ? FL., then assign d(u) + 2k, + 1. 
(iii) If u E W, w E W, then add w to W’ and assign d(v) + 2k, + 1. 
(iv) If u E W. w E \v then consider the subtree rt with leaves a,, _ . . , ti,,, (each is 
in WV w’, 27, = w). If &(d(ty. j _ ,...,d(u,,,))=d(uj,thenassignd(v)+d(u).Other- 
wise, add u to W, and assign d(v) + d! 3) t 1. To check the induction hypothesis 
for this instance, note that 4(d( vI ), . . . , d(u,))mustbed(u)+l,thatd(u)=Zk,+l, 
and that k, = S, + I. To see that condition (d) holds for u, note that induction 
hypothesis (b) implies that the subtree rr is a linear tree (see Fig. 3), with the leaf 
x of a longest p3__ th kaving the properties x c W, d(u) = d(x)+ 1. Thus, if any 
additional communication is added in z, by schedule T, it will necessarily be on 
the path from x to u causing r to be written not before step d(x)+2. 
l W 
ow 
2k 2k 
2k s2k-2 2k l 2k-2 
Fig. 3. The six cases for scheduling binary trees. 
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(v) Ifu,wE Wandk,=k,,.,thenaddwto W’,uto W,andassignd(u)*d(u)+1. 
it may be verified that u can, in fact, be written at this communicatioc step. 
(vi) If U, WE W and !; > k,,,,, then add w to W’ and proceed as in case (iv). 
This completes the proof of correctness. The running time is dominated by the 
computation of f#~(d(u, ), _ . . , d( u,,,)) as in step (iv), but this can be computed in 
O(log II) time from the previously computed 4(d(o,), . . . , d(u,,_,)) by a suitable 
data structure for a total time of 0( n log n ). Cl 
5. Commoniation delay and computatioa time tmdc-offs 
In all cases considered in the previous sections, optimal computation time and 
optimal communication delay can be achieved simultaneously. This is not aiways 
the case. Papadimitriou and ifliman [17] have exhibited trade-offs between these 
two complexity measures for some DA& In pr;rticular, they have shown for the 
diamond DAG (Fig. 4) that computation time T and communication delay D relate 
as DT= fl(n’). We extend their results in this section. We show in Theorem 5.1 
that the diamond DAG can achieve DT = @(n’) for essentially two values: D = 8t I ) 
and T = e(n’) and D = 0(n) and T = e(n). On the other hand a continuous 
trade-off of the form DT = t3( q’) over a substantial rznge of T is exhibited for the 
DAG given in Fig. 7. (This DAG corresponds to an algorithm for solving simple 
recurrence equations.) 
l%tortm 5.1. If any schedule S correctly compures the diamond DAG of n2 nodes 
(Fig. 4) in computation time T s k/32, then the communication delay required by S 
is at least n/4. 
Proof. Let S be a schedule that computes the DAG of n2 nodes. For any node u, 
let its depth d(u) denote its distance from the root (topmost node) u0 of the DAG, 
and let M = {uld( u) = n} be the set of nodes on the “middle level.” Consider the 
M!GOLE LEVEL M 
- PATH 0 
--- PATHS Oj 
Fig 4. A diamond DAG with n = I I 
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sequence of nodes tr,, ol , . . . , u,,, defined as follows: v. is the root and PO a processor 
that computes it and writes the computed value in the global memory. For any i, 
we have d(u;)< n, and let Pj be a processor that computes u, and writes it into 
global memory. There are two cases. 
(1) IfthereisapathQ:x,,x ,,..., x, = u, (see Fig. 4) with xoe M such that each 
xi is computed by Pi, then the sequence uo, u!,. . _ , u, stops, and i = m. 
(2) Otherwise, let Fi (the frontier of u,) be the set of nodes u that are predecessors 
of u,, whose value is read by Pi, but all nodes on some path from u to u, (excluding 
u) are computed by P,. L.et Ui+l E F; be the node whose value is read earliest by P,. 
Observe that the delay between reading u,_, and writing u, is at least d(u,+,)-d(u,) 
(since IF,+,1 3 d(u,+,) -d(u,) can be shown from the properties of the DAG). 
From the above okrvation, if d( u,,, ) 2 n/4, then schedule S requires communica- 
tion delay at least n/4. Hence assume the contrary. Consider the path Q: x0, 
x I,..., XL=&. We have xoc M and k 2 n/4. For each js k, there is a path Q, : x,,, 
XI.1 9 - - - * Xj.j = Xj that begins at Xj.oE N and ends at ‘4 such that the Qj’s are pairwise 
disjoint (see Fig. 4). Since P,,, computes 3, it must either compute the values of all 
nodes in Qj, or read at least one of them. If it reads n/4 such values then the 
theorem holds. On the other hand, if it reads at most (n/4) - 1 values, then P, 
computes the values of all nodes in at least n/4 paths of the form Q,, and since 
they are &wisc disjoint, the number of such nodes is at kast 1;:: i 2 n’/32, 
resulting in n*/32 computation time. Ll 
Theorem 5.1 indicates that the diamond DAG studied in [ 171 can achieve DT= 
e(n*) when either D=0(l) and T=t3(n’) or when D=0(n) and T=0(n), i.e., 
the trade-off 1s discontinuous. The trellis DAG (i.e., the sliced diamond) given in 
Fig. 5 contains a binary tree of height n and, hence, requires e(n) communication 
delay, irrespective of the computation time. Furthermore, using arguments of a 
similar flavor, we can show a logarithmic trade-off for DAGs as in Fig. 6 which 
occur when searching game trees using the min-max procedure. 
INPUTS 
Fig. 5. A trellis DAG with 11 leaves. 
Tbnorem 5.2. Let G be the n-node directed acyclic graph that consists of fwo binary 
trees with common leaves as shown in Fig. 6. For any 1~ D < log n, if a schedule 
computes G with communication delay D, then it requires computation rime f’l( ( n/2D) + 
log n). Furthermore, 0(( n/2D) + log n) time can be achieued. 
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Fig. 6. m DAG h-med from two complete binary trees. ’ 
Proof. The proof for the lower bound is similar to the proof for Theorem 5.:. 
For the upper bound; note that n/T processors can compute al! the values of the 
nodes in the middle level of the given DAG using only one communication 
step and n/ T+ log R computation time. Furthermore, if we are given these values. 
then these n/T processors can compute the output in a straightforward nanner in 
n/T+ log n computation time such that the additional communication delay is at 
most log T+ 1. 0 
Finally, we show that the DAG given in Fig. 7 (which corresponds to an algorithm 
for solving simple recurrence equations) exhibits a delay time trade-off of @(PI’) 
over a substsnrial range of T. 
lleorern 53. !f any schedule correcrly computes the DAG shown in Fig. 7 in compura- 
tion time T and communicarion delay D, then this schedu!e must obey CT = fl( n’). 
Furthermore, for every T between n& and n’, there is a schedule that computes this 
DAG in 0( 7 j computation rime and 0( n ‘/ T) communication delay. 
Proof. Let v, be the output of the triangle DAG and label the other nodes that 
have: in-degree 2 vn-, , v,_~, . . . , v, as shown in Fig. 7. Node v, is the last node in 
Fig. 7. A triangle DAG for n = 8. 
the vertical path P, of length i Define a sequence i, > i,> - - - > ik as follows: i, = n. 
In general, iet pi be :: processor that computes 4, and stores it in global memory. 
If pi reads the value of any node o, then ii+, is the largest such r (rs i,); otherwise, 
the sequence i, , . . . , $ stops with k =j Since values of 9,‘s are written at different 
communication steps, we have k s D. Processor P, can read at most D - 1 values 
vk other than Vi,+, . Ignoring the paths Pk on which such values lie, P, still has to 
compute all values on at least 4 -ii+, --(D-I) paths (treat ik+, as 0). Thus the 
processors PI, _ . . , Pk compute all values on at least n - k( D - 1) 2 n/2 paths. for 
a total of at least n’j& steps. Hence one of the processors P, has at least n/k 3 n’/8D 
computation steps. 
The upper bound (of (n’/Z( D- l))+O(n)) is readily achieved by partitioning 
the DAG into D- 1 wrtical slices of almost equal size, and using D - 1 pro- 
cessors. 0 
Theorem 5.3 establishes a trade-off DT= 0(n’) for the triangle DAG when 
D 6 h/2. There is a discontinuity for larger 0, since for D z &/2,0(n) computa- 
tion time can be achieved by using R processors. 
6. Disas&u 
This paper studies the communication complexity in LPRAMs, and tight bounds 
are obtained for a number of problems-matrix multiplication, FFT graph and 
soning (for a substantial range of processor values), for solving the diamond DAG, 
game trees, and linear recursion. 
The area of communication complexity for LPRAMs seems pragmatically impor- 
tant, and also rich from a technical standpoint. There are several problems that 
remain open. These include tight bounds on sorting (when an algorithm keeps 
several copies of data in memory) for all values of p. Another open question is 
whether there is a polynomial-time algorithm for determining the optimal delay for 
a binary tree (our algorithm is within a factor of 2 from the optimal)_ 
The results given in the preceding sections can be used to analyze time complexity 
on shared memory paral!el computers with restricted memory bandwidth. Assume 
that each communication step in the LPRAM model takes time t, i.e., t’ is the shared 
memory latency; here e is a parameter of the system, and may depend on p. For 
example, the results given in [14, 20,231 imply that an LPRAM with p processors 
can be simulated (probabilistically) on a butterfly with the same number of pro- 
cessors, such that each computation step is simulated in constant time and each 
communication step takes O(log p) time; in this “implementation” of the LPRAM 
model we have e = 0( log p). With a similar technique, an LPRAM can be simulated 
on a two-dimensional mesh such that each communication step takes time e = O(G). 
If communication steps take time 4 then the total running time of an algorithm is 
T+ e x C, where T is the number of computations steps and C is the number of 
communication steps. The algorithm is computarion-bound when t4e first term 
domirrates. In this case the usual operation count anaiysis, as done for example on 
the PRAM model, correctly predicts running time. The algorithm is commuzicurion- 
bound when the second term domiriates. 
Consider the matrix multiplication algorithm. If communication has cost l, then 
the total mnning time for matrix mu!tip!icztions is 0( n’/p + l’n’/p’ ’ 1. The algorithm 
is computation-bound, and is efficient (achieves optimal speed-up) when R = 
Q(QJ’~“). Thus, for 4= log p we must have n = Q( p”’ log p), and for I= ,,‘j we 
must have n = Q( p”“). Even if we pessimistically assume that / = p then the matrix 
multiplication algorithm still runs efficiently when n = fl( pa”). It follows that matrix 
multiplication can be executed eficiently on an LPRAM with low memory band- 
width, provided that the input sire is reasonably larger &an the number of processors; 
the value of I dictates how large a probiem shtjuld be. 
If we apply the same -naiysis to sorting or F!T, ‘rNe obtain a running time of 
6((n 1ognvp+acn log n)l(p log(nlp))). 
The algorithm is computation bound and efficient when n = ~2”“‘. If l= log p this 
implies that n >P’+~ for some positive constant P. On the other hand, if E = v$. we 
must have n 2 ~2”;; the algorithm is efficient only for prohibitively large problem 
sizes. Note that sorting of R items on a V$ x 6 mesh takes at leaat time 9(nG ). 
Thus, any sorting algorithm can achieve optimal running time O((n log n)/p) on a 
24mensional mesh only if n b 2“ ,‘. 
Clearly, the approach of designing algorithms for the LPRAM model, and then 
simulating this model on a network, will not yield the best possible network 
algorithm. For example, a direct implementation of matrix multiplica:ion on a 
2-dimensional mesh can efficiently use up to p = n? processors to compute the 
product of two n x n matrices; our indirect algorithm has a bottleneck at p = d”. 
Nevertheless, this approach produces algorithms that are within a constan! factor 
of the best when the problem size is reasonably larger than the machine size. The 
LPRAM model, which simply has a crude distinction between local and global 
memory, captures enough information on communication to allow the design of 
efficient algorithms, in this range. The explicit network topolugy need be considered 
only when the problem size is close to the smallest that can be handled efficiently 
by such a network. 
This observation is not restricted to the algonthms analyzed in this paper. Consider 
an algorithm that runs in time T on an N-node buiterdy network. The network can 
be partitioned into 0( N/m) disjo in! components, each having at most :n nodes 
and m/log m outgoing edges. if one uses one LPRAM processor to simulate each 
component, then the resulting computation uses p = N/m processors, W Tm ) com- 
putation steps and 0( Tm/log m) communication steps. Taking p = N” we obtain 
a ratio of 
O((l-a)log N)=O((a-‘-l)logp) 
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between the number of computation steps and the number of communicadiiou steps. 
The simulation is esfcienr, i.e., th< simulating machine does the same number of 
operations, up to a constant factor, as the simulated one. A simi!ar argument shows 
that 1 steps of a 2-dimensional mesh with JV nodes can be simulated efficiently on 
an LPRAM with p = XI-&/ processors with a ratio of 4 between computation steps 
and communication steps. 
Define two models to be equi&enr if 7 steps of p prccessors on one model can 
be simulated by q =p’ r processors of the second model, in time 0( pT/q), for 
some constant E < 1; the simulation is efficient, and does not decrease too much 
the amount of parallelism. For a motivation of this definition, see [ 121; there it is 
shown that equivalent models define the same class of efficient parallel algorithms 
that achieve polynomial reduction in rur;ning time. The discussion in the previous 
paragraph implies the fa!!.;wing result. 
Theorem 6.1. The LPRA M modei with communication cost U = log p is rq~iraknf 
(under probabilistic simulations) to rhe butte& model. Similarly, the LPRAM model 
with communication cosf P = 6 is equiwlent to the 2-dimensional mesh model. 
Similar results can be obtained for other types of networks that do not use 
expanders. This again shows that the LPRAM model can be used to capture some 
essential features of communication complexity in networks, as long as each node 
contains a reasonable amount of local memory, and has a reasonable amount of 
local processing to do. 
Other interpretations of the results on communication complexity are possible. 
One may keep the problem size n fixed, and see what happens when the number 
of processors p is increased. For matrix multiplication, the computation time 
decreases by a factor of p, while the communication delay decreases by a fdclor of 
P 2’3; the computation becomes increasingly communication bound. For sorting and 
FFT, the ratio of computation and communication hardly cl dnges. Alternatively, 
one may keep the problem size fixed, and assume that the computation speed of 
each processor increases, so that fewer processors arz required to p:rfonn the same 
computation. This increases the ratio of computation to communication, acd a 
relatively lower communication bandwidth suffices for matrix multiplication; for 
sorting and FFT, the communication bandwidth has to be increased almost in 
proportion to the increase in computation speed. This point of view is developed 
by Kung in [14]. 
Several avenues are available for future research. It would be nice, for example, 
to analyze graph algcithms, or other problems not necessarily represented as 
computations on DA&. One may also consider data structures that could be updated 
in parallel, e.g., sets or priority queues. Finally, the LPRAM model captures only 
one aspect a? communication, namely the global bandwidth. Another important 
aspect is the effect of communication latency. Global communication may have a 
significant start-up overhead but this can be cnmpensated for by transferring data 
in large blocks. Initial results on :he effect of communication latency on PRAM 
computations are provided in [2]. 
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